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Most of the published literature for vibration mode shap
of plates is concerned with analytical and numerical resu
There are only very few experimental results available for the
field configuration of mode shapes for vibrating plates. In t
study, an optical system called the AF-ESPI method with the
of-plane displacement measurement is employed to invest
experimentally the vibration behavior of square isotropic pla
with different boundary conditions. The edges of the plates m
either be clamped or free. As compared with the film record
and optical reconstruction procedures used for holographic int
ferometry, the interferometric fringes of AF-ESPI are produc
instantly by a video recording system. Based on the fact
clear fringe patterns will appear only at resonant frequencie
both resonant frequencies and corresponding mode shapes ca
obtained experimentally at the same time by the proposed
ESPI method. Excellent quality of the interferometric fringe p
terns for the mode shapes is demonstrated.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1352018#

1 Introduction
Holographic interferometry opened new worlds of research

making possible accurate, global measurement of small dyna
surface displacements in a two-step process for a wide variet
objects. For this purpose, different methods of holographic in
ferometry have been developed for vibration analysis, which h
made possible the gathering of a large amount of practical
theoretical information. Unfortunately, the slow and cumberso
process of film development limits the application of holograp
vibration analysis in industry. Electronic speckle pattern interf
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Fig. 1 Schematic layout of the experimental ESPI setup for
out-of-plane displacement measurement

Fig. 2 Geometric dimension and configuration of isotropic
square plates
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ometry~ESPI!, which was first proposed by Butters and Leende
@1# to investigate the out-of-plane vibration behavior, is a fu
field, noncontact, and real-time measurement technique of de
mation for structures subjected to various kinds of loadings.
compared with the traditional holographic interferometry~Rastogi

Table 1 Comparison of theoretical predicted resonant fre-
quencies with experimental results for the FCFF plate
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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@2#!, the interferometric fringe patterns of ESPI are recorded
video camera, which speeds up the process by eliminating ti
consuming chemical development. Since the interferometric
age is recorded and updated by the video camera every 1/30
ond, ESPI is faster in operation and more insensitive

Table 2 Comparison of theoretical predicted resonant fre-
quencies with experimental results for the CCFF plate
Fig. 3 The first 17 mode shapes obtained by using the experimental AF-ESPI system and the finite element analysis for the FCFF
plate
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 277
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environment than holography. Because of the reasons menti
above, ESPI has become a powerful technique in many acad
research and engineering applications. In order to increase
visibility of the fringe pattern and reduce the environmental no
simultaneously, an amplitude-fluctuation ESPI~AF-ESPI! method
was proposed by Wang et al.@3# for out-of-plane vibration
measurement. In the amplitude-fluctuation ESPI method, the
erence frame is recorded in a vibrating state and subtracted
the incoming frame. Ma and Huang@4,5# used the AF-ESPI
method to investigate the three-dimensional vibrations of pie
electric rectangular parallelepipeds and cylinders; both the r
nant frequencies and mode shapes were presented and disc
in detail.

The study of the vibration behavior of a plate is a problem
great practical interest. However, very few experimental resu
especially for the full field measurement of mode shapes,
available in the literature. In this paper, the optical method ba
on the amplitude-fluctuation ESPI~AF-ESPI! is employed to
study experimentally the resonant characteristics of free vibra
for isotropic square plates with different boundary conditions. T
optical arrangement of the AF-ESPI method for the out-of-pla
vibrating measurement is show schematically in Fig. 1. The
278 Õ Vol. 123, APRIL 2001
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vantage of using the AF-ESPI method is that both resonant
quencies and the corresponding mode shapes can be obtain
multaneously from the experimental investigation. The frin
patterns shown in the experimental results are corresponde
the vibrating mode shapes. Two cases are studied which inv
the possible combinations of free and clamped edge conditi
they are Free-Clamped-Free-Free~FCFF! and Clamped-Clamped
Free-Free~CCFF!. In addition to the AF-ESPI experimental tech
nique, numerical computations based on a finite element pack
are also presented and good agreements of resonant freque
and mode shapes are found for both results.

2 Experimental Results and Numerical Analysis
for Vibrating Plates

Two isotropic aluminum plates~6061T6! are used in this study
for experimental investigations and numerical calculations, wh
the material properties of the plate are mass densityr52700
kg/m3, Young’s modulusE570 Gpa and Poisson’s ration50.33.
By using the combinations of free~F! and clamped~C! edges, the
resonant frequencies and mode shapes of FCFF and CCFF p
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 The first 15 mode shapes obtained by using the experimental AF-ESPI system and the finite element analysis for the CCFF
plate
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are investigated. The geometric dimensions of two plates w
different boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2. The thickn
of two isotropic plates are all 1 mm. The schematic layout o
self-arranged AF-ESPI optical system as shown in Fig. 1 is e
ployed to perform the out-of-plane vibration measurement for
resonant frequency and the corresponding mode shape. As s
in Fig. 1, a 30-mW He-Ne laser with wavelengthl5632.8 nm is
used as the coherent light source. The laser beam is div
into two parts, the reference and object beam, by a beamspl
We use a CCD camera~Pulnix company! and a P360F~Dipix
Technologies Inc.! frame grabber with DSP on board to re
cord and process the images. The object beam travels to
specimen and then reflects to the CCD camera. The refer
beam goes directly to the CCD camera via a mirror and
reference plate. It is important to note that the optical path and
light intensity of these two beams should remain identical in
experimental setup. The CCD camera converts the intensity
tribution of the interference pattern of the object into a cor
sponding video signal at 30 frames per second. The signa
electronically processed and converted into an image on the v
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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monitor. The interpretation of the fringe image is similar to rea
ing a contour map. In order to increase the intensity of light
flection of specimens and the contrast of fringe patterns, the
faces of plates are coated with white paint which is mixed w
fine seaweed powder. The isotropic plate is excited by a
ezostack actuator~PI company! which is attached behind the
specimen. To achieve the sinusoidal output, a function gener
HP33120A~Hewlett Packard! connected to a power amplifier~NF
corporation! is used.

Numerical results of resonant frequencies and mode sha
are calculated by using the commercially available softwa
ABAQUS finite element package. The eight noded tw
dimensional quadrilateral thick shell element~S8R5! and reduced
integration scheme are used to analyze the problem. This elem
approximates the Midlin-type element that accounts for rot
inertia effects and first order shear deformations through the th
ness. The results presented in Tables 1–2 show generally g
agreement between the numerically predicted and experimen
measured resonant frequencies. Figures 3–4 are the m
shapes for both experimental measurements and nume
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 279
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Downlo
simulations. There are 17 modes and 15 modes presented
FCFF and CCFF plates, respectively. For the finite element
culations, the contours of constant displacement for reson
mode shapes are plotted in order to compare with the experim
tal observation. In Figs. 3–4, we indicate the phase of displa
ment in finite element results as solid or dashed line, the s
lines are in the opposite direction to the dashed lines. The tra
tion from solid lines to dashed lines corresponds to a zero
placement line, or nodal line. The zero-order fringe, which is t
brightest on the experimental image, represents the nodal line
the vibrating square plate at resonant frequencies. The rest o
fringes are contours of constant amplitudes of displacement.
cellent quality of the experimental fringe patterns for vibratio
mode shapes are presented in Figs. 3–4. The mode shape
tained by experimental results can be checked by the nodal l
and fringe patterns with the numerical finite element calculatio
in excellent agreement.

3 Conclusions

Optical techniques have been shown to have certain advant
for vibration analysis and ESPI has been applied to many vib

Fig. 4 „Continued …
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tion problems. The advantages of the optical ESPI method incl
noncontact and full-field measurement, real-time observation, s
micron sensitivity, validity of both static deformation and d
namic vibration, and direct digital image output. Because ES
uses video recording and display, it works in real time to meas
dynamic displacement. Its real-time nature makes it possible
implement this technique for vibration measurement. A se
arranged amplitude-fluctuation ESPI optical setup with good v
ibility and noise reduction has been established in this study
obtain the resonant frequencies and the corresponding m
shapes of free vibrating isotropic square plates at the same t
Two different types of boundary conditions are investigated
this study and more than thirty excellent quality mode shapes
presented by the proposed experimental optical interferom
method. Numerical calculations of resonant frequencies and m
shapes based on a finite element package are also performe
excellent agreements are obtained if compared with experime
measurements.
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Introduction
The most commonly used mathematical formulation for a be

with a constrained layer damping treatment was developed
Mead and Markus@1#. In their formulation, the base beam and th
constraining layer are set to undergo identical transverse de
tions and the longitudinal displacements of the base beam and
constraining layer are set to be related via the thickness
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Young’s modulus of each layer. As a result, the Mead-Mark
formulation only applies to a class of systems with boundary c
ditions described in Markus et al.@2#, Rao @3#, and Lifshitz and
Leibowitz @4#. Trompette et al.@5# were first to investigate the
practical implication of this issue by investigating a specific co
strained layer damped cantilevered beam. The purpose of
study was to investigate a broader range of boundary and dam
treatment configurations. The error of the Mead-Markus formu
tion was investigated as a function of the thickness of viscoela
layer and was shown to be large for certain common bound
conditions. A modified Mead-Markus formulation that allows t
longitudinal motion of the base beam and constraining layer to
independent from each other is suggested as a remedy.

Cantilevered Beam
Figure 1 shows the displacement variables fields associ

with the Mead-Markus model for an Euler-Bernoulli beam. T
transverse displacement is represented byw(x,t), and longitudi-
nal displacement of thej-th layer is represented byuj (x,t), where
x is the position along the beam andt is time. The subscripts 1, 2
and 3 refer to the base beam, the viscoelastic layer, and the
straining layer, respectively. All the layers have lengthL and
width b. The j-th layer has thicknesshj , and storage moduliEj
and Gj . In the Mead-Markus model, assuming equilibrium
axial forces results in

E1h1b
]u1

]x
52E3h3b

]u3

]x
(1)

whereE1h1b andE3h3b are axial rigidities of the base beam an
the constraining layer, respectively. Integration of Eq.~1! with
respect tox leads to

E1h1u152E3h3u31C (2)

whereC is an arbitrary function of time. In the original derivatio
by Mead and Markus@1#, it is assumed thatC50, resulting in

u15
E3h3

E1h1
u3 (3)

Note thatu1 andu3 are no longer independent.
The presence of Eq.~3! has a profound implication in that th

dependence ofu1 andu3 limits the boundary conditions allowe
in the Mead-Markus formulation. Figure 2 illustrates a simple
setup consisting of a cantilevered base beam and a free-free
straining layer. The proper boundary conditions at the left e
should be

]u1~0,t !

]x
50 and u3~0,t !50 (4)

which implies thatu1(0,t)Þ0 for the free-free constraining laye
and violates Eq.~3!. To incorporate these boundary conditio
properly, one can modify the Mead-Markus formulation by a
suming thatu1 andu3 are independent as was done by Shen@6#
~and experimentally validated by Huang et al.@7#!. Figure 3~a!

Fig. 1 Displacement variable fields of the Mead-Markus model
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup

Fig. 3 „a… Predicted and experimental frequency response of a
cantilevered beam „b… Error produced by a Mead-Markus model
as compared to the modified theory for a cantilevered beam
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 281
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Fig. 4 „a… Frequency response of a clampe d A - cl amped A beam.
Clamped B boundary conditions were required for the original Mead-
Markus formulation. „b… Error produced by a Mead-Markus model as
compared to the modified theory for a clampe d A - cl amped A beam

Table 1 Various boundary conditions for the Mead-Markus and the modified
Mead-Markus formulation
2001 Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 „a… Frequency response of a pinned A - pinned A beam. Pinned B bound-
ary conditions were required for the original Mead-Markus formulation. „b… Error
produced by a Mead-Markus model as compared to the modified theory for a
pinned A - pi nned A beam
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shows the comparison between predictions given by the Me
Markus formulation ~where we are forced to setu1(0,t)
5u3(0,t)50 at the left end! and the modified Mead-Markus for
mulation, and experimental results~both with boundary conditions
at the left end given by Eq.~4!!. Good agreement between th
modified theory and experiments can be seen and a signifi
error in the first natural frequency and corresponding amplit
predicted by the Mead-Markus model can be observed.

For the same boundary conditions, Fig. 3~b! shows the error
produced by not being able to use correct boundary condition
Mead-Markus model as compared to the modified theory. As
thickness of the viscoelastic layer was increased, it was found
the error in amplitude of the first mode increased significan
The errors in the higher modes were found to be insignificant

Other Boundary Conditions
Many boundary conditions are compatible with the Mea

Markus formulation. Table 1 lists a range of boundary conditio
most of which can be modeled using Mead-Markus. No sign
cant difference was detected between the predicted frequenc
sponse using Mead-Markus and the modified theory when mo
ing boundary conditions compatible with the Mead-Mark
formulation.

As soon as the boundary conditions are not compatible, h
ever, significant error in the prediction can occur when usin
d Acoustics
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Mead-Markus model. Figures 4 and 5 show results for when
base beam was subjected to clamped-clamped and pinned-p
boundary conditions and the constraining layer was free at b
ends. Neither boundary condition is compatible with Mea
Markus and could therefore not be modeled using this the
without modification. The clamped-clamped case was modifi
such that the constraining layer was also constrained at the e
For the second case, the pinned ends of the base beam we
leased such that they were free to move axially. Figures 4 an
show the error produced by Mead-Markus model with these mo
fied boundary conditions as compared to using the actual bou
ary conditions with the modified formulation. For both types
boundary conditions, the difference between the two formulati
was shown to increase significantly with decreasing thicknes
the viscoelastic layer.

The incompatibility of Mead-Markus with these two bounda
conditions did not result in significant error in the higher mod
No appreciable difference between the two formulations was s
for mode two and higher.

Conclusions
Careful attention to the boundary conditions must be exerci

when predicting the behavior of the first mode using the Me
Markus formulation. For certain boundary conditions, more ac
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 283
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rate results can be obtained by using a formulation that allo
independent longitudinal motion of the beam and the constrain
layer.
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